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• Abstract (300 words):  

During the past few decades, the urbanization of cities has been repetitively associated 

with adverse health conditions and the prevalence of non-communicable diseases. 

Physical inactivity has been identified as one of the causes of non-communicable 

diseases such as diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. Evidence of the association 

between built environment variables and physical activity behavior has emerged within 

multiple fields of research. However, the approaches used to assess the effect of 

specific built environment factors on physical activity widely vary, leading to 

inconclusive results.  



Urban planners, transportation planners, and public health researchers now advocate 

for a more physically active lifestyle among urban residents. Although these multiple 

disciplines target a unified aim, researchers within each of the three disciplines are 

directed towards a different focus regarding physical activity promotion. While public 

health researchers implement environmental interventions to conquer non-

communicable diseases through promoting all types of physical activity, transportation 

planners focus on promoting active travel and public transit use in order to conquer 

traffic congestion problems. Meanwhile, urban planners focus on creating a more 

livable and vibrant built environment by encouraging walkability. The three disciplines 

also adopt different approaches to address the built environment variables associated 

with physical activity.  

The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive conceptual framework which 

integrates the diverse approaches of the three disciplines. This is achieved by 

conducting a systematic literature review covering the current divergence and 

convergence in the conceptual and methodological approaches adopted by 

researchers within the public health, transportation planning and urban planning 

disciplines. Opportunities for integration of knowledge between the three disciplines are 

discussed and presented in the form of a conceptual framework, which would serve as 

basis for future research targeting the built environment and physical activity.   
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